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buy s elling















buy

ideas
education
dreams
goals
belonging
meaning
job
career
home



why buy

















why buy



people don't buy because of 
who they are



people don't buy because of 
who they are

they buy because of who 
they want to become













who they want to become















why

richer
happier

succes s ful
different

better
s ettled

accomplis hed
meaningful

creative



What  your customers really buy



What  your customers really buy 
is a better vers ion of thems elves



stories

richer
athletic
happier

succes s ful
s ettled

accomplis hed
meaningful

creative
contributing



stories inspire the listener to change…

the way we feel
the way we think
the way we act
the way we behave



stories inspire the listener to change…

the way we feel
the way we think
the way we act
the way we behave









13 marketing stories you  s hould be telling



At some point, the pain of not doing something 
becomes greater than the pain of doing it.

Tell the story of the solution to the pain.
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5 EXCUSES MEN USE TO AVOID 
GOING TO THE DOCTOR





What is their pain?
What is the solution to that pain? 

What is that story?



We are more likely to notice things that stand out.

Tell the story of how you are different.
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How are you different?

What is that story?



It's not about the features. It's about the future.

Tell the story of a different future .
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What does the future look like when they 
join you?

What is that story?



The more we see something, the more we come to 
like and trust it.

Tell your story cons is tently, 
in the places your audiences hang out.
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What do they need to hear consistently?

What is that story?



We’re drawn to statements that feel personal. 
(Even if they could actually apply to anyone).

Tell a story they can relate  to.
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What truth applies to every single client?

What is that story?



It’s lazy marketing to simply talk about what you sell.

Don't tell the story of the thing. 
Tell the story of what the thing helps  them do/be/accomplis h.
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What do you help them accomplish?

What is that story?



The first piece of information we see 
often sets our expectation of value.

Tell the story specifically and intentionally.
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What is the first thing you want your 
customer to know?

What is that story?



We are naturally more trusting of authority figures &
we're more trusting of stuff that other people already trust.

Tell the story from another's  viewpoint.
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What do others say about you?

What is that story?



We’re more likely to agree to a bigger request 
after already agreeing to a small one.

Tell the story in smaller pieces .
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What is a small first step toward working 
with you?

What is that story?



We place a higher value on things 
when they're in limited supply.

Tell the story of what they'll mis s  out on.
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What are they going to miss out on?

What is that story?



We’re more likely to do something if everyone else is doing it.

Tell the story of what others  are doing/becoming.
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What happens to people when they join 
you?

What is that story?



We’re more motivated to avoid losses 
then we are to receive gains.

Tell the story of what they could lose .
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What will they lose if they don’t join you?

What is that story?



When we receive unexpected value we feel joy.

Tell the story of the unexpected.
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You don't have to choose between selling 
painkillers or vitamins.



You don't have to choose between selling 
painkillers or vitamins.

You can also s ell candy.
And people love candy.





What unexpected delight will feel like 
candy to your customer?

What is that story?



Marketing gets people’s attention.

But s torytelling gets  them to trus t you & 
remember you.





who do they want to become?



who can you help them become?

























help them imagine themselves there



s torys elling

valeriegarcia.com

s tart



s torys ellings tarthow to 

bit.ly/startstoryselling
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